This selected bibliography lists 489 monographs, articles, and reports dealing with reasoning skills and their applications to social science problems. These citations, representing those items acquired by the Center for Reasoning Studies at Piedmont Technical College, include theoretical works on problem-solving, values education, decision-making, learning skills, reasoning and critical thinking, Piagetian theory, language, convergent and divergent thinking, creativity, intelligence, and hemispheric dominance. Additionally, curriculum guides, instructional materials, and educational games are cited, which have practical applications for the classroom. Entries are presented in alphabetical order by author, providing title, date of publication, and, if applicable, journal title, volume, and issue; publisher and place of publication; and ERIC document number. (JP)
This bibliography contains books, articles, and reports which relate in one fashion or another to basic reasoning skills. The bibliography is not comprehensive; rather it contains only those materials actually acquired by the Center for Reasoning Studies. Further, the bibliography focuses on reasoning skills per se and on social science applications of reasoning. A separate, comparable bibliography focusing on mathematics and the "hard" sciences is being prepared as a companion volume.
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